


Underlining and Italics are 
interchangeable 

True

False



A) TRUE



Book title

A) Underline or italics

B) Quotes



A) Underline or italics



Short Story 
A) Underline or Italics

B) Quotes



B) Quotes



Movie Title

A) Underline or Italics

B) Quotes



A) Underline or italics



Name of a Newspaper
 Underline or Italics

 Quotes



A) Underline or italics



Poem

A) Italics  or Underline

B) Quotes



B) Quotes



Newspaper Article

Underline or Italics

Quotes



B) Quotes



Chapter in a Book
Underline or Italics

Quotes



B) Quotes



Song

 Underline or Italics

Quotes



B) Quotes



CD title
A) underline or italics

B) quotes



A) Underline or italics



Because I love math, I am going to 
become an engineer.

A) correct

B) incorrect



A ) correct

If a sentence

starts w/ a 

dependent

clause, add a comma



A) I ate nearly a dozen cookies.

B) I nearly ate a dozen cookies.



A) I ate nearly a dozen cookies.

Nearly a dozen

Not nearly ate



A) “Comrades, surely you don’t 
want Jones to come back” (Orwell 
52).

B) “Comrades, surely you don’t 
want Jones to come back.” (Orwell 
52).



A) “Comrades, surely you don’t want 
Jones to come back” (Orwell 52).

NO period before the  ( ) citation



A) “Tactics comrades, tactics” 
(Orwell 93)!

B)  “Tactics comrades, tactics!”

(Orwell 93).



B)  “Tactics comrades, tactics!”

(Orwell 93).

If the  quote ends w/ 

a ! or ? put it in.  If it 

ends w/ a period

leave it out.



A) I love English class; because Ms. 
Kaminski rocks.

B) I love English class because Ms. 
Kaminski rocks.



B) I love English class because Ms. 
Kaminski rocks.

Because Ms. Kaminski

rocks is a dependent 

clause (or frag)

u can’t use a ;



A) Because Ms. Kaminski rocks, I 
love English class.

B) Because Ms. Kaminski rocks I 
love English class.



A) Because Ms. Kaminski rocks, I 
love English class.

Comma needed

after dependent 

clause that starts a sent.



A)  I want to go to college; 
therefore, I study hard to earn good 
grades.

A)  I want to go to college, 
therefore, I study hard to earn good 
grades.



A)  I want to go to college; therefore, I 
study hard to earn good grades.

Put a ; where you can put a period.  It 
joins two complete thoughts.



A) I love warm weather, I can’t wait 
to go to Florida.

B) I love warm weather; I can’t wait 
to go to Florida.



B) I love warm weather; I can’t wait 
to go to Florida.



Although we had a big storm last 
night.

A) Fragment

B) Sentence



A)  Fragment

Oh, no!  

Fragments are bad.



Summer is my favorite season,  
I love going up to our cottage.

A) Correct

B) Comma Splice



B) Comma Splice

A comma is NOT strong

enough to join two 

complete thoughts.

They are also BAD. 



GOOD LUCK ON YOUR FINAL
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